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Abstract
This paper describes the interactive tactile luminous floor that was constructed and used as the skin of the playful interactive space Ada, which
ran as a public exhibit for five months in 2002 and had over 550,000 visitors. Ada’s floor was custom-built to provide a means for individual and
collective user interaction. It consists of 360 hexagonal 66 cm tiles covering a total area of 136 m2 , each with analogue tactile load sensors based
on force-sensitive resistors and dimmable neon red, green and blue (RGB) lamps. The tiles are constructed from extruded aluminum with glass
tops. An Interbus factory automation bus senses and controls the tiles. Software is described for rendering fluid, dynamic visual effects on the
floor, for signal processing of the load information, for real-time visitor tracking and for a variety of behavioural modes, games and interactions.
Data from single tiles and from tracking are shown. This floor offers new modalities of human–computer interaction and human–robot interaction
for autonomous robotic spaces.
c 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Interactive floors that can both sense the presence of
persons and provide output in the form of light have
a wide range of potential application areas, including
entertainment, surveillance, healthcare, building safety and
pedestrian guidance systems. The key to their attractiveness for
interactive spaces is the co-location of the sensors and effectors,
providing an intuitive visual interface for non-expert users.
Although this idea has probably been considered repeatedly
over the last few decades, the complex task of constructing
such a floor has meant that there are no instances of interactive
floors that are presently in real-world, everyday use. The six key
challenges in building a feasible interactive floor are:
1. providing good-quality person detection;
2. ensuring physical and electrical robustness as well as
maintainability and user safety during continuous real-world
operation;
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3. robustly communicating bi-directionally with a large
number of the floor tiles;
4. generating highly visible, aesthetically pleasing, controllable illumination;
5. developing a scalable and reusable control software
infrastructure, and
6. developing captivating and intuitive visitor interactions.
To date, the efforts in this field perform well in one
or two areas, but not in all of them. Luminous floors are
commercially available from at least five suppliers for use
in discotheques, television studios and stage shows; these
floors enable remote control of the lamps but have no tactile
capability. One company supplies a LED-based luminous
tactile floor, but no specifications are publicly available
and interactions appear to be limited to reactive effects
(www.lightspacecorp.com).
A handful of prototype tactile floors without visible light
output have also been constructed: References [1–7] report
tactile floors that can determine the locations of people or
their feet with relatively high temporal or spatial resolution –
greater than 50 Hz and down to a few centimeters – which
were developed for musical instrument input, automated dance
choreography and health-monitoring activities. For the most
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Table 1
Comparison of tactile floors
Tactile floor

Date Total # tiles
area
(m2 )

# sensors

Spatial
resolution
(cm)

Temporal
bandwidth
(Hz)

Load resolution

Technology

Scalable?

PodoBoard [1]
MIDI controller [2]
Magic carpet [3,8]
Litefoot [4]
Robotic room [5,7]

1991
1995
1997
1998
2002

?
6
5.6
1.8
4

?
64
–
121
16

?
64 (16 × 4)
16 × 32 crossing wires
1 936 (44 × 44)
65k (16*4096)

2.5
15
10
4
0.78

>100 Hz
?
∼0.5
50
?

binary
?
∼3 bits?
binary
binary

?
?
?
?
?

Ada’s floor

2002 136

360

1080

66

15

Tile: ∼5 bits
Floor: ∼3 bits

Electrical contact
FSR
Piezoelectric cables
Passive photodetectors
Electrical contact in
tactile PCBs
FSRs

part [1–7] report on technology for tactile sensing rather than
visitor interaction. The largest of these floors covers an area of
a small bedroom.
Four of the prior tactile floors were designed for musical
instrument or dance control and are reviewed by Griffith [4].
Johnstone’s PodoBoard (1991) [1] uses electrical contact over
a grid of conductors. Dancer’s shoes complete electrical
connections between toes and heels. Pinkstone’s MIDI
controller (1995) [2] uses a 16 × 4 array of approx. 0.1 m2
force sensitive resistors bonded to heavy plastic with a covering
of polyethylene foam. A microcontroller reads the sensors and
interfaces to a MIDI control unit. Paradiso’s Magic Carpet
(1997) [3,8] uses piezo-resistive wires arranged in crossing
grids to sense foot pressure. It is limited like normal touch
screens in that it can only reliably sense a single connected
area. Griffith’s Litefoot (1998) [4] is based on photosensors at
each location that can detect changes in light intensity caused
by shoe soles covering the sensors. Orr’s single tile (2000) [6]
uses commercial load cells sampled at 500 Hz to record
detailed footstep pressure profiles, with the aim of identifying
individuals who walk across the tile. Morishita’s Robotic Room
floor (2002) [5,7] is a high resolution binary load sensing tactile
floor based on tiles with crossing arrays of wires patterned on
large printed-circuit boards. The construction of the two layers
of PCBs and their spacers enables detection of electrical contact
covering regions of a few cm2 . Table 1 compares metrics of
prior tactile floors with those of the floor reported here.
Ada [9–14] is a playful autonomous robotic space intended
to stimulate public debate on the future of brain-like machine
intelligence. It engages with its visitors using touch, audition,
sound, and vision. We think of Ada as a robot turned inside out,
with its “world” being its visitors. Ada ran as a public exhibit in
the summer of 2002 as part of the Expo.02. It operated 12 h a
day for five months and had 550,000 visitors. Ada is presently
maintained as a much smaller version in our laboratory.
In developing Ada, we faced the challenging problem of
developing a playful space that could interact individually and
collectively with many people who moved about freely. It soon
became clear to us that floor-based interaction was the most
promising means of achieving this. After building prototypes
that tried unsuccessfully to use video tracking, we decided that
a tactile luminous floor would offer a better foundation for
achieving reliable and effective interaction. A tactile floor gives
Ada a reliable and low-latency sense of the immediate locations

Yes

and footstep actions of individual visitors, and a luminous
floor provides a means of interacting with individuals and with
groups. No such floor was available for purchase, nor could we
find any reference to previous work along these lines, so we
had to develop this technology from scratch. This development
took about three years and involved hardware, manufacturing
and software engineering, with the real-world constraint that
the solution had to be robust enough to stand up to massive
numbers of visitors and reliable enough to function with an
uptime mandated in our contract with the exhibition organizers
of over 98%.
Ada’s floor is the principal medium for interaction between
the space and its visitors. In this paper we discuss the important
hardware and software design characteristics of Ada’s floor and
indicate how the floor is used in Ada for visitor interaction.
Section 2 introduces Ada’s floor-based interactions, Section 3
discusses the design of the physical tiles, and Section 4
describes the floor software. Section 5 describes the games
we developed to run on the floor. Section 6 concludes with a
discussion of the implications of this development.
2. Ada’s floor-based interactions
Ada was intended to give people the impression they were
dealing with an inquisitive creature with distinct behavioral
states. Ada’s overall infrastructure was quite complex to enable
a large variety of audio-visual visitor interaction: The space
consisted of an elongated octagon, surrounded by a wall of
mirrors. Above the mirrors, a 360 degree wall of projection
screens (the big screen) displayed dynamic visual feedback to
the visitors, including an animation of the overall behavioural
state. Hanging from a frame above the space additional
components of Ada enabled further visitor interaction. These
consisted of two sets of three microphones (used for sound
localization and word recognition), eight pan-tilt cameras
(gazers, used to extract visual information from the space), four
wide angle ceiling cameras (used for monitoring the space) 36
speakers (used for localized sound effects), a PA system (for
soundscape) and 24 steerable theatre lights (light fingers, used
to highlight visitors). The space was controlled by a cluster of
36 PCs running Linux.
During the exhibit, tour guides would allow visitors in
groups ranging in size up to 35 people into the space. During the
next 6 min, the visitors would experience a range of behaviours
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Fig. 2. Inside a single floor tile.

Fig. 1. Ada’s floor in operation. (a) Ada sleeps and indicates it is tickled by
flowers which bloom around newly loaded tiles; (b) tracked people are labelled
with individual colours and are tested for their compliance; (c) a person chases
a virtual ball, trying to jump onto it; (d) people are encouraged to leave.

analogous to those of a creature that is sleeping, is woken up,
interacts by trying to engage visitors, plays a game with them
and then becomes tired and wants to be alone again (Fig. 1).
Visitors learn that they can tickle a sleeping Ada in a simple
reaction when newly loaded tiles generate a transient visual
effect, like a surrounding ring of tiles that slowly lights up and
then fades away (Fig. 1(a)). Ada uses the rate and quantity of
“tickle” reactions produced by visitors to judge when to “wake
up” by turning the floor a bright yellow. Next, visitors learn that
Ada knows about them as distinct entities in a more complex
interaction, when they are tagged with an individual tile colour
that they carry with them as they are tracked (Fig. 1(b)). Not
all visitors pay attention to Ada. To find out on whom to spend
extra resources, Ada uses its floor to actively probe a visitor’s
willingness to interact; the metaphor being a dog that holds
a stick in its mouth and looks at you while wagging its tail.
Tracked visitors see a flashing tile next to them which is first
presented in the direction the visitor has been moving so that
it is more likely to be noticed (also Fig. 1(b)). If the flashing
tile is stepped on, it moves to a neighbouring tile. If the visitor
follows the tile for a few steps, the space considers that person
compliant. Compliant visitors are rewarded for their attention:
they see a pulsating ring of tiles around them, light fingers
pointing at them, and gazers looking at them. The gazers and
light fingers are coordinated with floor tracking information
to present a live video view of the highlighted visitor that
dynamically moves along the surrounding big screen to appear
in the direction of visitor motion, where they are most likely to
notice it.
Ada also uses the floor to play games with visitors. In the
most commonly used game, “Football”, visitors chase and try
to jump on a virtual ball that is indicated by a brightly lit white
tile (Fig. 1(c)). The virtual ball skitters about, bouncing off the
walls and the visitors and producing appropriate “bing” and
“bong” sound effects. Visitor collisions increase the speed of
the ball. Successfully jumping onto the ball results in a victory

reward; winners are surrounded by a halo of light that grows
and fades away.
After playing this game with Ada for about a minute, the
group is led to believe that Ada has tired and wants to be alone
again: waves of light moving towards the exit direct visitors out
of the space, and the cycle repeats again with the next group of
visitors (Fig. 1(d)).
3. Tile design
To enable these interactions, some of which require tracking
the visitors, Ada required a floor that was both tactile and
luminous. The scale of the project required networking rather
than dedicated cables to each sensor or tile. Ada also required
an industrial-strength floor that could stand up to thousands of
people per day for many months of operation.
The final form of Ada’s floor tiles was the result of about
three years of development of three major prototypes. These
were constructed first from wood and Plexiglas using binary
12 V halogen lamps with dedicated cables, then from wood
and Plexiglas using triac-controlled incandescent lamps with
networked control, and finally manufactured using aluminum,
glass, and neon tubes. We chose the size of the tile to be 66 cm
across to match our estimate of average stride length for adults.
Fig. 2 shows the inside of the final tile. A neon dimmer controls
the brightness of the three neon tubes. A controller board
acquires load information from the sensors and communicates
with the automation bus.
3.1. Network control of the sensor actuator floor
After a long struggle with our own notions of how the tiles
could be networked as cellular automata, we realized that the
experts on real-time robust networking for sensor-actuators are
the developers of factory automation systems, and we settled on
using an established factory automation network called Interbus
(www.interbusclub.com). Interbus has been widely used in
factories since the late 1980s and has several features that make
it suitable for use in Ada’s floor. It is a master/slave bus: a single
personal computer (PC) with several Interbus master boards can
control the entire floor. It is good for automation of devices with
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3.2. Interbus master interface

Fig. 3. The interface between the Interbus network controlling and sensing the
floor tile states and the host master computer.

a small amount of regularly sampled sensor and control data
and has robust error checking and diagnostic capabilities. Floor
installation is greatly simplified because the daisy-chained floor
tiles automatically number themselves sequentially along the
bus. Commodity parts (SUPI3) that implement the protocol are
available.
Interbus uses a long data buffer that travels along a 500 kbps
differential-signal daisy chained bus. The Interbus protocol
hardware on each tile extracts its lamp settings from its portion
of the data buffer and replaces it with load sensor data. The
cable carries both outbound and inbound connections so that the
sensor data can pass back to the master without the last tile on
the daisy chain needing to be connected directly to the master;
in addition the bus is automatically terminated at the end of the
chain.

Communication between the higher-level floor-controlling
software and the network of floor tiles is via a daemon-like
process that uses the Interbus master communication interface
driver to provide a shared memory interface to the higherlevel software (Fig. 3). This interface allows development of
the higher-level functionality to be decoupled from that of the
hardware. The floor tiles appear as a set of shared memory
segments. An arbitrary number of processes can read from any
segment, whereas only a single process can write to a segment.
Separate segments represent the loads on the tiles, the colors
to be displayed, and the temperatures of the individual tiles. A
single Interbus network is limited to a total of about 120 slave
nodes. We used four separate Interbus buses to control Ada’s
360 tiles, and interfaced to each bus with a separate master
controller (Hilscher Automation CIF 50-IBM). All the master
controllers were installed in the same PC. Ada’s Interbus-based
floor ran with an update rate of about 50 Hz at the driver
interface level.
3.3. Toplogical interbus floor configuration
An Interbus node has no physical location and no 2dimensional topographical relation to other nodes. The physical
topology of the floor needs to be superimposed on the virtual
network topology in software. We developed a Matlab script of
about 1000 lines to allow drawing of the routing of the Interbus
cabling superimposed on the architectural drawings of the floor
installation. The Matlab script writes a configuration file that
specifies the numbering of the tiles, the physical locations of
the tiles, and the neighbourhood relations between the tiles. It
also specifies the locations of special entrance and exit tiles.
This file is used by the floor software to construct topological
and geographical relations between tiles. Part of the floor
configuration file is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. A portion of the floor configuration file produced by the topology configuration tool.
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Fig. 5. Mechanical aspects. (a) Tile frame profile shapes (not to scale) and
outside corner of frame. Arrows show the mating alignment extrusions. (b) The
circle shows one of the holes for bolting the tiles to each other. (c) During
installation.

3.4. Neon lighting
The floor tiles were illuminated by neon tubes. Neon lighting
is a mature technology that is reliable and very power-efficient
and there are many firms with experience in manufacturing it.
Light-emitting diode (LED) illumination was also considered,
but was dismissed as being too expensive in 2002. Although
LEDs are still expensive, it is expected that later versions of the
floor will switch to LED lighting.
Three neon tube lamps – red, green, and blue (RGB) –
illuminate the tiles and are shaped in the sigmoid form shown
in Fig. 2. They are controlled by commercial 3-channel, 80 mA,
990 V neon dimmers (www.toni-maroni.de). Each dimmer cost
about USD 200. Power is supplied to the tile as 220 VAC and
is locally converted for use by the neon lights and the controller
board. Maximum tile power consumption is about 100 W. The
maximum tile brightness of 200 cd m−2 is comparable to that of
a computer monitor display. Measured colour brightness versus
lamp setting curves were used to linearize the lamp output.
3.5. Physical construction
The design of the tile frames and tops was important
because the floor had to withstand heavy pedestrian traffic
and light wheeled vehicles (gantries, equipment trolleys and
wheelchairs) over months of operation. We also wanted to
be able to transport and reinstall the floor at another location
relatively easily with an arbitrary shape. Fig. 5 shows how
the tile frames are built from extruded aluminium, using two
extruded aluminium shapes cut in sections and welded to form
the frame. One piece forms the walls of the frame, and the other
forms the legs. Adjustable feet are press-fitted into the legs, and

Fig. 6. The floor tile slave controller board.

the tile frames are bolted to each other. A ridge and indentation
on the leg pieces register the tiles to each other, resulting in a
very stable structure. For safety, in the event that water pools
beneath the tiles, the electronics inside the tile are mounted
above a removable hexagonal plate, which is in turn mounted
above the underlying floor level. Two types of special passive
tile units fill in the edges of the floor to make them straight.
The tile tops are made from two layers of 8 mm tempered
safety glass bonded together by translucent polyvinyl butyral
(PVB). An additional 3 mm translucent polycarbonate plate
under the glass further diffuses the light to better mix the
colours. Each glass top costs about USD 100.
Translucent plastic tops were considered because they would
have been relatively inexpensive and would have better mixed
the colors. However, Plexiglas tops were rejected by the
exhibition safety officials because acrylic plastic emits toxic
fumes in a fire, and polycarbonate tops of the required thickness
were not available. In any case, plastic tops produce very
unpleasant static discharge, and would have become easily
scratched and difficult to clean.
3.6. Floor tile slave controller
A local slave controller in each tile (Fig. 6) reads the sensors,
controls the neon dimmer to set the lamp RGB brightness, and
communicates with the Interbus. It also enables self-diagnostics
for the lamps and load sensors and has an automatic sleep mode
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that turns off the lamps and reduces the sensor sampling rate
after a period of inactivity. Zero-crossing detection of the power
line cycle is used to synchronize lamp brightness changes and
sensor acquisition to the line cycle to reduce lamp flicker
and sensor noise. The tile controller uses a MAZeT IB8052
microcontroller with embedded Interbus link level controller
logic (New designs should use a microcontroller that can
communicate with an INTERBUS SUPI3 interface chip). The
firmware is about 800 lines of C code. Each tile controller board
cost about USD 70.
Power is routed through the floor and to the tiles
using commercially available 3-way IEC equipment cables.
Approximately 20 tiles can be powered through each such
daisy-chained arrangement. Power to the entire floor is thus
typically supplied from one edge, with higher-capacity cables
supplying sets of rows of tiles.
3.7. Load sensors
The public visiting Ada ranged from young children
weighing about 20 kg to adults weighing over 150 kg. Large
adults jumping about can transiently weigh several hundred
kilograms. The most important requirement to support accurate
people tracking is to reliably detect loaded tiles without falsely
detecting unloaded tiles as loaded. This seemingly simple task
proved to be challenging in the context of a large, long-running
public exhibit.
We used force-sensitive resistors (FSRs) as our load sensors
after considering several alternative technologies. FSRs are flat
and robust, although poorly matched. We mounted three of
these, equally spacing them at three corners of the hexagonal
tile frame between the frame and the glass tile top and under a
3 mm layer of grey adhesive-backed ethylene propylene diene
monomer (EPDM) rubber. This ring of rubber supports the
glass and is also important because it divides the force seen by
the rather sensitive FSRs to a usable range for human weights.
We chose EPDM rubber because only natural rubber has higher
resilience but EPDM loses its resilience much slower. However,
it does stay compressed after sustained heavy loading and can
take hours or days to recover its uncompressed form.
FSR conductance increases monotonically with the applied
load, approximately as a square-root relationship. FSRs are
effectively single-sourced (www.interlinkelec.com; another
source recently discovered is www.tekscan.com) and cost about
USD 5 each. Although three sensors are sufficient for sensing
the load on a single tile, six would have ensured that there were
no blind spots on the assembled floor and would have resulted
in more reliable tracking of visitors who occasionally stand on
tile intersections where there are blind spots in the load sensing.
(Most intersections are covered by one or two load sensors, but
owing to the pseudo-random assembly of tiles and floor, there
are some intersections with no load sensor.)
The tile measures the load on its glass top by forming a
voltage divider with each of the three FSRs (Fig. 6). FSRs
can be damaged by sustained continuous current, so they are
only powered during readout, with an active duty cycle of less
than 5%. The sampled ADC readings Vk from the FSR voltage

dividers are used to compute the sum of the three normalized
FSR conductance values rg k to form a single raw tile load value
G which is linearly related to the load applied to the tile in the
range the FSRs are used, as shown in (1):
gk (Vdd − Vk ) = Vk /r
Vk
rgk =
Vdd − Vk
X
G=
rgk .

(1)

k=1,2,3

3.8. Load signal processing
The tile-to-tile variation in G is about one-third of the
observed full-scale value. Manufacturing differences in the tile
frames and tops cause most of this huge mismatch by applying
varying amounts of the load from the glass to the frame instead
of to the FSRs. Moreover, the excitation of the neon tubes by
1 kV, 20 kHz voltage pulses causes a significant impulsive noise
spike if a neon excitation pulse occurs while a nearby load
sensor is being read.
Active visitors shift the glass in the tile frame, resulting in
significant shifts in the baseline tile load. As the tile rubber
between the FSRs and the glass ages or becomes compressed
by sustained loading – which occurs, for instance, near an
exhibition entrance – the baseline tile loads slowly change.
This impulsive noise and non-stationary tile–load–sensor
mismatch requires filtering the raw load signals before
determining whether tiles are loaded. Filtering is computed on
the floor host controller but is independent for each tile.
The impulsive noise is first removed by applying a running
median filter to G with a window of five to nine samples,
resulting in the median-filtered raw load values R. This median
filter is very effective but adds a latency of about half the
window length for changes in load.
The floor controller then continuously estimates the
unloaded state U of each tile. U is subtracted from R to produce
the final filtered load L and a fixed positive threshold T then
determines the binary loading state B,as shown in (2):
L = R −U

1 if L ≥ T
B=
0 if L < T

(2)

U = filtered R value.
This filtering allows a single global T to be set so that a 5 kg
force applied by a few fingers pushing down anywhere on any
of the 360 tiles (except directly over one of the corners without
a load sensor) is enough to trigger a loaded state.
U is updated by linearly slewing its value towards R
using asymmetrical loaded and unloaded slew rates Sloaded and
Sunloaded and the time step 1t:

−Sloaded if L > 0
Ut+1t = Ut 1t ×
(3)
Sunloaded if L < 0.
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Fig. 8. Tile load linearity. The raw load values G for two tiles are shown.

gazers to look at them, and in one of the games described
later (Boogie) to measure the rhythmicity, synchronization and
power in visitor dance movements.
4. Floor control software

Fig. 7. Shows data from the load sensors from two tiles while a person moves
to various locations on the tiles, along with the summed FSR conductances. At
time 75 s, the person steps from Tile 1 to Tile 2.

Sloaded is 1/300 s−1 to slew full scale, Sunloaded is 1/10 s−1
for full scale. This asymmetry is necessary so that tiles can
become resensitized rapidly to small loads (active children)
while only slowly forgetting about large loads (adults lingering
in one place). Thus U represents a kind of “dip detector”
that represents the average unloaded tile state. These learned
U states are saved persistently to enable rapid startup. They
constitute one of the forms of long-term memory in Ada.
This continuous adaptation was essential for ensuring reliable
visitor interaction.
The raw sensor values and combined raw tile load values G
from two tiles are shown in Fig. 7. A person stepped from Tile
1 to Tile 2, and, while on each tile, moved around to different
locations on the tile. Although the individual sensor values
fluctuate considerably depending on where the feet are located,
the combined values remain relatively constant, indicating that
the combined value is useful for detecting a loaded tile. The
remaining variability in the load value results from the person’s
movement and the use of three rather than six FSRs.
Fig. 8 shows measurements of tile load sensor linearity from
the same two tiles using a range of three loads generated by two
people standing either alone or together on the tiles. Although
the tile DC values and gains are different, each tile’s response
is linear in the applied load.
Although reliable binary detection of loaded tiles is the
most important use of the load information, Ada also uses
L to estimate the height of people’s heads to better aim its

Ada’s software as a whole is a heterogeneous mixture
of procedural code and neural networks [11,13]. The floor
software is entirely procedural because our timeline did
not allow for research into controllably embedding complex
dynamical behaviors (e.g. games) in neural networks. All of
the floor code except for the shared memory Interbus interface
is written in Java. We chose Java for its high productivity,
debugging tools, and remote procedure call support. Hard realtime performance was not critical for this exhibit, but we were
pleased by Java’s ability to deal with a large, soft real-time
environment.
A single 1 GHz PC handles the entire floor. It runs the
C++ Interbus process (13 classes, ∼6500 lines of code) and
a Java (1.4 JVM) floor process comprising about 80 Java
classes with about 20,000 non-comment lines of code. The
floor processing occurred in a single main thread that cycled
over (1) tile load acquisition and signal processing, (2) statespecific processing, and (3) tile rendering cycles. Particular
behaviours plug into this framework using a uniform interface.
Other machines on the network access the floor using remote
method invocation or shared memory “neural activity maps”.
Ada’s exhibition-floor update rate running on a 1 GHz Pentium
III processor under a load of about 20% was about 15 Hz,
fluctuating due to time slicing, garbage collection, network
congestion and other factors. Occasional pauses of up to a
half second were sometimes seen and were thought to be due
to delays in software components running on other machines.
This irregularity was acceptable for an exhibition. Present
improvements in processor speed and Java virtual machine
technology would increase update rate significantly.
4.1. Rendering
Although an interactive floor might seem to be like a
large, low-resolution version of a touch-screen, traditional twodimensional image rendering is not appropriate for controlling
the colours of Ada’s tiles because large interactive floors are
inherently multi-user, requiring multiple localized input–output
interactions, and the tiles near any one visitor dominate that
person’s view. Therefore we developed classes that render fluid
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localized patterns of activity which could be linked to a tile or
to a tracked visitor. For example, tiles can be lit, pulsated or
flashed. Pulsating, expanding and contracting rings and blobs
can be displayed and directional effects can be generated. We
also developed a general set of dynamic patterns that can
be displayed on floor regions, such as pulsating or cycling
floor colors, drifting sinusoidal gratings and perimeters of floor
regions. Together, these local and global effects provide the
outputs onto the floor. Reactive effects that are automatically
created on freshly loaded tiles constitute most of the behaviour
of Ada during its simpler behavioural modes like sleeping or
encouraging visitors to leave.
Created visual effects are placed on a list and update
themselves at every floor cycle until they expire or are removed.
Each effect object knows how to update its dynamic state, how
to compute which tiles should be affected, how to set their
brightness, and so forth. A large number of general parameters
such as color, transparency, rate, size, rise, and fall time control
the appearance and dynamics of the effects.
4.2. People tracking
The primary objective of Ada is to identify individuals and
playfully interact with them. To enable complex interactions,
Ada tracks visitors so that labels assigned to them – a special
colour or pattern – can travel along with them or a gazer
or light finger can follow them. The result of the tracking
algorithm is a list of tracked people maintained by the floor
server process. Each ‘person’ object carries information useful
for Ada’s behavior: its tile location, the estimated average tile
load, visual effects assigned to that person, gestures (described
later), and the person’s average direction of motion. In addition,
global statistics such as the fraction of loaded tiles and the
average rate of tile crossings were maintained and used as
inputs to the overall Ada state controller. The list of tracked
people and global statistical information are available to other
processes or machines by shared-memory and remote method
calls.
The real time matching-based tracking algorithm (Fig. 9)
is applied during each load sensor update cycle. The tracker
is based on a heuristic model of a person as an object that
occupies an area of a single tile and that can only move to
nearby tiles. The filtered weight sensor values (as described
earlier in Section 3.8) determine whether a tile is loaded or not
and tracking is based on these binary loaded tile states. Tracked
persons are assigned to a single tile.
Tracking starts when a tile not belonging to a tracked person
is loaded for at least 300 ms and is surrounded by unloaded tiles
(Fig. 9(a)); the delay prevents initiating tracking on transiently
loaded tiles. When a tile assigned to a tracked person becomes
unloaded, nearby (within two tiles) loaded tiles that have not
been loaded for too long (typically 700 ms) are assigned as
possible destinations of that person (Fig. 9(b)). Tiles that have
been loaded for too long are considered to belong to other
visitors who may not be tracked yet or who are standing on
several tiles. A list is built of all possible destinations of all
tracked persons. This destination list includes the source tiles

Fig. 9. Person tracking algorithm. (a) Persons are only acquired for tracking
when they occupy a single isolated tile. The isolated tile starts a person, but
the other loaded tiles do not because they either belong to a tracked person or
are not isolated. (b) Finding possible matches for a person. A person at 1 steps
off the tile. Loaded tiles within search region 3 are added to the list of possible
destinations. Tile 2 is added, but tile 4 is not added, because it became loaded
too long before tile 1 was unloaded. (c) Sources and destinations are resolved
in the order A-D. In A there is no ambiguity; the destinations of persons 1 and 2
are clear because they are the closest possible matches. In B, 1 has ambiguous
destinations x and y, but 2 does not; these are resolved as 1 goes to x and then
2 goes to y. In C, the targets of 1 and 2 are both ambiguous; the destinations
are arbitrarily chosen as shown. In D, the only destination for both 1 and 2 is x
and one person is arbitrarily discarded.

if they are loaded. This list is pruned by matching person
to destination. As each match between target and destination
is made, the corresponding objects are removed from further
consideration using the rules and priorities illustrated in
Fig. 9(c).
If no match is immediately found for a tracked person when
the tile becomes unloaded, a timeout is started because the
visitor could be jumping. If a proper match is found within
the timeout (typically set to 400 ms), then tracking continues;
otherwise, the tracked person is discarded. Such situations also
allow tracked visitors to generate two kinds of gestures, a hop
and a pogo. A hop is a jump through the air to another tile,
while a pogo is a jump in the air that lands on the same tile.
These gestures are used in games like Gunfight, which is briefly
described in Section 5.
Clearly, there are situations when tracking fails—for
instance, when two tracked people come together to stand on a
single tile. Then one of them is discarded. But for the most part
these situations do not occur, because people (at least adults)
maintain a significant personal space.
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Fig. 10. A snapshot of tracking soon after a group of visitors has entered the
space.

The tracker easily runs in real time. Although the final
tracker code is only about 500 lines of code, development
of a correct tracking algorithm was quite difficult. To debug
the tracker, it was necessary to develop a graphical software
interface that allowed slow motion manipulation of the loading
state of the tiles.
Fig. 10 shows a snapshot top view of the floor during
tracking. Tiles labeled with black crosses were loaded and
those labelled with red dots were loaded and linked to tracked
persons. Most loaded tiles are associated with tracked persons.
We cannot provide a single quantitative measure for the
reliability of tracking because tracking reliability depends
strongly on operating conditions, which were extremely
variable during the exhibition. The key reason that our heuristic
matching-based tracking algorithm does a credible job in
tracking visitors is because at the moment that tracked people
unload their assigned tile, they have a very limited number
of possible destinations. The tracker performs well when the
space is uncrowded (<5% loaded tiles) or when visitors want to
interact with Ada. Such visitors usually step on single tiles and
keep a polite tile distance from each other. When the space is
uncrowded, even completely naive visitors are tracked reliably
over distances of many tens of tiles regardless of whether they
step on tiles or tile intersections. When the space is crowded,
a knowledgeable visitor familiar with tracking, or a naive
visitor who steps only on single tiles that are unoccupied, can
also be tracked with high reliability. Tracking is significantly
degraded in situations where children run wildly through the
space trying to step on as many other people’s tiles as possible,
or by very crowded conditions, when people tend to ignore tile
boundaries. We show some representative data in the form of
recorded long tracker paths in Fig. 11. Baebler’s analysis [15]
of correlated floor-tracking data and recorded video showed
that most tracking errors were related to unreliable detection of
loaded tiles – probably due to rubber compression and the use
of three rather than six FSRs per tile – rather than to incorrect
matches by the tracking algorithm.
5. Games
High-level reactive and interactive behaviours and the
Football game were described in the Section 2. We also
developed a number of other games. Complex games were far

Fig. 11. Representative tracker paths from the longest 10% of all paths, over
2 min period on 19 October 2002, along with tile crossing data vs. time.

less effective in engaging the public than simple games that can
be learned by watching for a few seconds.
These games generally consist of a few hundred lines of
code because they make extensive use of the underlying support
classes as described in Section 4. Games are controlled by a
state machine that updates itself on each floor update cycle.
Games also implement a uniform interface that allows their
uniform integration into the floor processing cycle, and are
started or stopped based on an overlying neural network-based
state machine whose transitions are influenced by variables
such as occupation density and time of play [11].
“Pong” splits the floor into two halves, with a virtual paddle
on each half of the floor which is collectively controlled by the
median location of the players on that half of the floor, leading
to spontaneous cooperation among strangers. Teams seek to
shoot the ball into the opposing team’s goal.
“Boogie” is a collective dance game or prototype automatic
disco. The power spectra of the analogue load information from
active dancers are analysed to extract dominant frequencies,
and a consensus drives the overall rhythm and volume of the
dance mix. Inactive participants who simply stand or walk
about are ignored, so a few active dancers can easily dominate
the rhythm of the entire space.
“Gunfight” labels tracked players with lit tiles; players use
“hop” gestures – where they jump to an adjacent tile – to shoot
virtual bullets toward other players to extinguish them from the
game. Players can use “pogo” gestures – where they jump up
and land on the same tile – to temporarily surround themselves
with an impenetrable shield. The surviving victor is rewarded
with impressive collapsing rings of green covering the entire
floor.
“HotLava” was inspired by a television game show. Two
players compete to find their way across the floor on a hidden
path. If they step off the path, their half of the floor flashes an
angry red, and they must start over from the beginning, while
trying to remember their previous steps.
Finally, in a simple but effective game called “Squash”,
each tile on the floor is randomly illuminated with one of two
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colours. Two teams are formed, and each team is assigned a
colour. The teams then compete to see who can first extinguish
all the tiles of their own team’s colour by stepping on them.
(Stepping on tiles of the opponent’s colour only wastes time
and helps the opposition.) This game is good for a battle of the
sexes.
6. Discussion
We believe that this is the first instance of a manufacturable
combined luminous and tactile floor. In the course of building
the floor over three years and three major prototypes we
developed novel techniques for analogue load sensing, signal
processing of load information, tracking of human users and
rendering visual effects. The floor is also a novel use of a
factory networking technology, and we invented floor-based
games and interactions that could be learned and enjoyed in
a few moments. It is further distinguished by its size and
toughness: the 360 active tiles covered 136 m2 and were used
for five months, seven days a week, 12 h a day, receiving
over 550,000 visitors during that time. The uptime of the
tile electronics was well over 99.5%. The only mechanical
problems found were some ageing of the tile rubber in
individual cases.
This key component of Ada (our playful interactive space)
could have general usefulness in other autonomous interactive
robotic environments. This tactile luminous surface offers new
forms of human–machine interaction, and the Ada exhibit
demonstrated that it could be used reliably with the general
public. Ada’s floor was the key component that saw it voted
by the public as one of the best five out of 60 exhibits at
the USD 600M Swiss National Exposition of 2002. Such
expositions only takes place once every 30–40 years. The high
cost (USD 800/tile) of the custom-produced present floor limits
its applications, but this cost would come down significantly
in higher-volume production outside Switzerland, especially as
the price of high power LEDs drops.
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